A s a revolution in urban governance swept Britain from the 1840s onward, a revolution in water supply and drainage infrastructure followed. The apogee of that movement was a water supply system called the gravitation scheme that reforming municipalities aspired to build. It entailed drastically reshaping landscapes in the hinterlands of cities by damming rivers, raising lakes, or flooding valleys and then piping water under pressure to sometimes distant cities; it also, promoters hoped, would reform urban environments and societies at the same time. Between 1840 and the end of the century, engineers in Britain executed it approximately one hundred times, but the gravitation scheme had a life beyond the bounds of Britain. In the second half of the nineteenth century, engineers-usually the very same individuals who had carried them out in Britainintroduced the scheme to cities such as Bombay, Colombo, Hong Kong, and Singapore. There, the gravitation scheme also had a transformative influence; it was a project of environmental and technical change that helped to solidify the modernizing colonial state.
1
Historians and political theorists argue that reforming the conditions of urban life was an important unwritten strategy of the "improvers" of liberal Victorian Britain and its empire, in order to eliminate dangers and impediments from the burgeoning city and to enable townspeople to experience "modern" life. In The Rule of Freedom Patrick Joyce develops Foucauldian ideas in examining how British leaders ordered social life by ordering the Victorian city. By lighting the city, making it easy to move about the city, and thereby making it easy to comprehend the city, successful rule, he argues, was achieved by taking steps to enable urban subjects to lead the sort of life that realized modern society and reinforced the state. Citing "the agency of running water," Joyce suggests, in a tantalizingly brief treatment, that water supply and sewerage systems in Britain steered behavior, introduced new standards of normalcy in everyday life, and individuated subjects by creating what Joyce calls the "hygienic self." 2 Again, intervention was not on its face coercive; he writes, "Liberalism [was] a variant of governmentality which sought to secure interventions in conduct which were neither arbitrary nor direct." 3 David Scott extends similar ideas on liberalism as a strategy of power to the empire. For Scott, the colonial state proceeded by eliminating or rearranging existing conditions that, in the eyes of imperial authorities, held native society in a nonmodern or "unimproved" state. The task of the modernizing governor was to reformulate conditions "to oblige subjects to transform themselves in a certain, that is improving direction." 4 The case of the gravitation scheme, undertaken in both Glasgow and Hong Kong, reveals that the creation of urban systems as a strategy of 1 Christopher Hamlin has shown that, at the beginning of the sanitary and water reform movement, sanitarians such as Edwin Chadwick fought and won contests to determine how "improvement" was to be defined and achieved; that is, it was decided to treat the side effects of poverty, poisonous byproducts that threatened the British workforce and threatened to expand into middle-class circles, instead of the root causes of poverty and disease. Christopher Hamlin, Public Health and Social Justice in an Age of Chadwick, Britain, 1800 -1854 (Cambridge, 1998 Social and environmental conditions in both places certainly were distinct, but the engineers who undertook the gravitation scheme in the empire betrayed a failure to appreciate these differences. They approached the task of lifting the gravitation scheme from the landscapes of Britain and superimposing it on the empire with great confidence-and largely unmodified designs and procedures.
But that confidence was sorely tested in the face of multiple fronts of resistance. The difficulties of such attempts at straightforward imposition have been the focus of much recent work by historians of science, technology, and empire. 6 In Science, Technology, and Medicine in Colonial India, David Arnold describes the difficulty of transferring technologies from metropole to empire without emendation. 7 Arnold and other historians argue that technology transfer was tempered by British political and administrative exigencies and economic strategies that sometimes favored limits on proliferation, but more important, technology transfer was complicated by Indian observers who did not share British engineers' and politicians' faith in its advantages. 8 Arnold and Mark Harrison describe the resistance and constraints offered by Indian society to British public health measures, while others have described social and cultural checks on the introduction of British agricultural, irrigation, rail, and scientific forestry initiatives. 9 Resistance was based on a complex of related motivations, from a resentment of adopting technologies or techniques that clearly benefited British officials or capitalists to an aversion to funding projects or programs through taxes, to anger over disruptions to local land use or other traditions, and to straightforward doubt about the new technologies' efficacy. Similarly, local inhabitants resisted the water projects from Karachi to Colombo and beyond because they resented paying for a project initiated by the British, because they doubted the project's necessity, and indeed for all the justifications highlighted by Arnold and Harrison. The gravitation scheme inspired resistance for another reason that appears more rarely in the literature: religion. Townspeople in at least two Indian cities resisted the creation of water schemes because they would interfere with traditional worship practices. 5 Joyce draws analogies between certain expressions of metropolitan and colonial governmentality but, presumably because of a lack of case studies, fails to recognize the water infrastructure of the colonial city as the domain of governmentaility, just as it was in Britain. Joyce, Rule of Freedom, 253-57. 6 This work has turned away from an earlier tendency to simply describe how technologies were thrust upon colonial societies as tools of empire. See More important, this case presents an example of an obstacle that the literature on science and technology transfer does not deal with sufficiently-the environment itself.
10 Soil conditions, earthquakes, and especially the tropical climate provided the most serious barriers to water supply engineers. Designs drafted in London and materials tested in the Lake District performed differently, and sometimes disastrously, in the hills of Sri Lanka or mud of Singapore. Since the gravitation schemes described here were undertaken not by elected municipal bodies but rather by provincial governments or Crown agents in London, the obstructions of the landscape proved more challenging than those of defiant townspeople. 11 The theme of environmental resistance has been well developed in the environmental histories analyzing the projects of modernizing states, whether looking at failed attempts at acclimatizing commercial species to various parts of the globe or systems of flood control.
12 Although the modernizing central state brought capital and political will to projects of environmental changes, the landscapes it encountered never reacted like the blank canvases on which experts had drawn their designs. The case of the gravitation scheme, then, provides an opportunity to draw on the environmentcentered picture of friction offered by environmental historians and the socially oriented depiction of resistance offered by historians of science and technology.
Despite the difficulties of environmental resistance and social antipathy, engineers succeeded in negotiating the gravitation scheme into new social and physical terrains. The gravitation scheme was the boldest rendering of reformers' dreams of a physically and morally healthy, productive, modern populace. In both Britain and the empire, moral governance was translated into water governance through the same technology. Through rearranging the environment, through guiding the behavior of water, the modernizing state found new ways to guide certain behavior, even in the individual household, without any apparent direct intervention. The obvious point of intervention was in the hinterland, where landscapes and communities were violently overturned by gravitation schemes; in cities, the ordering of society through water-and the reification of state power-was, and has largely remained, out of sight.
THE GRAVITATION SCHEME: A TECHNICAL, SOCIAL, AND MORAL FIX
This model water system ultimately came into being because the growing industrial towns of midcentury Britain had water problems. Their concentrated populations generated large volumes of waste in very cramped quarters, which made it difficult and sometimes impossible to remove waste from proximity to habitations and local water sources at the very moment when increasing populations demanded larger and larger volumes of water free from human and industrial poisons.
At the same time, sanitary experts preached that fresh water must be supplied throughout towns, made available within the living quarters of townspeople of all classes at all times, and that water, once dirtied by use, must be drained away immediately. A prominent disease theory of the time stated that epidemic bred in environments with stagnant, dirty water; such places emanated a sort of diseaseinducing cloud-a "miasma." Sanitarians such as the renowned Edwin Chadwick and a series of official inquiries stated that public health depended on moving water through the urban body at large and thus eliminating miasmas.
The state, embodied by parliamentary committees and royal commissioners, found its citizens unwilling or unable to safeguard its interests. Cholera struck the country in 1831; typhus, in 1837: the government's registrar general showed alarming rates of mortality in Britain's cities. 13 The unwatered, unwashed cities threatened to unravel, or at least disastrously foul, the social fabric. The solution, in the words of the 1844-45 commission, was to "promote habits of cleanliness among the population," but it complained that authorities could not compel the working class to use more water unless it was "readily accessible at all times, without trouble."
14 Only with universal, affordable water service could city dwellers and landlords be required by law to connect their properties to water supplies. Only if the state better managed natural resources could it better manage the behavior of its people and ultimately preserve itself.
15
Water reformers were also spurred by an ethical rationale. In reformers' eyes, cramped, unflushed environments harbored moral disease as well as miasmas. Philanthropists and sanitarians such as Edwin Chadwick saw that the poor were unwilling or unable to obtain water from a distance if it was not piped into their habitations, and reformers knew that, even when landlords had laid on a water supply to their properties, most water companies did not provide water under sufficient pressure to reach the upper floors of poor tenements. Sanitary officials and philanthropic campaigners believed that working-class people gave in to hopelessness and spiritual corruption if they had insufficient access to clean water and could not clean their habitations and bodies. In 1850, the Edinburgh Review stated, "There is a most fatal and certain connexion between physical uncleanliness and moral pollution: the condition of the population becomes invariably assimilated to that of their habitation." 16 Many reformers closely linked impure water supplies to the abuse of alcohol. Reverend John Garwood of the London City Mission wrote in 1859, "The universal testimony of our Missionaries is, that . . . a very large amount of drunkenness is occasioned by the great difficulty of obtaining pure water to drink in many of the poor parts of London." 17 The poor would then drag themselves and their families down into despair and cease to be useful, productive members of society. A writer in Dickens's weekly journal, Household Words, anticipated that once there was "a constant supply of water at high pressure within reach of every housewife's thumb . . . we shall have advanced also in the moral and mental discipline of urban life to a better state."
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From the late 1840s, Britain witnessed a "water reformation," as town councils, motivated by these public health and social reform concerns, replaced old water companies-and nearly all towns were supplied by commercial enterprises at the time. Town councils usually undertook new works construction very soon after purchasing, or "municipalizing," their water companies, as councils searched for larger, cleaner water sources. Of the roughly 180 towns and cities that municipalized existing enterprises or inaugurated new water utilities from around 1840 until the end of the century, the majority secured new water sources and built new works within a only few years of eliminating old companies. 19 These water projects, along with other efforts to deal with the problems of growing towns, demanded the significant expansion in the rights and responsibilities of town councils across England and Wales. 20 The councils had to receive legal authority from Parliament to purchase companies or to offer new water supplies, to buy land, to secure water sources, and to raise funds to finance all of these. Most often, town councils financed water reform by selling municipal stock and using water rates to service the amassed debt.
At the same time local governments acquired the authority and means of transforming their cities, the gravitation scheme was becoming the preeminent water supply technology. Slowly emerging in the 1820s and 1830s, this began as a simple adaptation of the mill reservoir. 21 For centuries, mill owners had impounded water for the purpose of using falling water to turn wheels for textile or other manufacturing; they dammed rivers or embanked and raised ponds that were situated at an elevation above their mills and then sent water rushing down a channel that passed through or beside their works. In the first decades of the nineteenth century, a few mill owners began selling surplus water to local manufacturing communities 17 John Garwood, quoted in W. Archdall O'Dougherty, Water for Domestic Use: Evils Attending the Use of Impure Water, to Health, to Purse, and to Morals (n.p., 1862), 21. This source quotes many reformers on what they viewed as the close connection between poor water quality and alcohol abuse among the poor. Also, Edwin Chadwick linked insufficient water to the dirty state of the masses and their quarters and the dirty state of his or her quarters to the disgrace of the working-class individual and that disgrace to the predilection to drink. He reported in 1842 that the "undrained" abode "has an effect on the moral habits by acting as a strong and often irresistible provocative to the use of for domestic use. The practice expanded along with the growth of towns. By 1835, there were a dozen reservoirs that served, at least partially, to provide a town with water. 22 From the 1840s, the scale and number of the projects increased as municipal officials and sanitary experts saw the potential for the gravitation scheme to solve the practical problems of urban water supply and to achieve their social goals.
The system required a superabundant source of water such as a river, a lake, a group of streams, a number of springs, or a combination of these. The greater the volume of water to be collected, the more likely the project would prove sufficient to meet the future wants of the city and support the expansion of the population, and the city's industrial productivity, for generations to come. Because the gravitation scheme drew on water sources in the city's hinterland, well away from settlements, it appealed to sanitarians and engineers who thought water sources near to cities were liable to become contaminated and sometimes had proven insufficient to the wants of the city. Then, the method required that this water be accumulated and reserved, perhaps by diverting streams into an artificial reservoir, embanking a lake to hold additional water, or enclosing a valley through which a river passed at one end. The reservoir had to be built at an elevation above the city. An aqueduct or iron pipeline delivered the new water supply to the city in need-whether ten miles away or one hundred-and because the water arrived from a height, no pumping was required to convey it over a distance (it was because of this feature that the schemes were called "gravitation schemes"). The engineering and sanitary consensus held that all towns' water supplies should be delivered under high pressure without the aid of expensive steam pumping. The poor could not be compelled to reform their water habits until the water was actually universally available throughout the city, and this constant high pressure would make that so (see fig. 1 ).
The gravitation system came to predominate over alternatives such as well fields, schemes for filtering river water, and schemes involving pumping, in part because a coterie of influential engineers promoted it to town officials throughout Britain. Thomas Hawkesley, a member of the Royal Commission on the Health of Towns and one of Britain's most celebrated water engineers, built gravitation systems for Leicester and Rochdale; James Simpson, vice president of the Institution for Civil Engineering, designed schemes for Aberdeen and Liverpool; chief engineering inspector of Parliament's Local Government Board, Robert Rawlinson, promoted 22 Ibid., 25, 59-60. a gravitation scheme (never built) for London. 23 But the engineer who led the way in transforming the schemes from small millponds to monumental projects, and who constructed by far the most of these schemes (around fifty), was John Frederic La Trobe Bateman (1810-89).
24 Edwin Chadwick himself wrote Bateman in 1844, imploring him to become a specialist in the process. 25 From the 1840s through the next several decades, he submitted several gravitation schemes per year to local authorities throughout Britain. 26 His greatest projects, the Longendale and Thirlmere reservoirs for Manchester and his Loch Katrine system for Glasgow, manufactured some of the largest lakes in Britain and represented some of the most considerable public expenditures of any kind of their age. Glasgow spent 1 million pounds on creating a reservoir nine miles long and one mile wide at its widest. 27 Though it was more expensive to create than traditional well schemes, the gravitation scheme multiplied because engineers found it effective; it satisfied social goals, satisfied orthodox sanitary principles, and therefore became dogma among the engineering and sanitarian establishment. 28 In the empire, these same engineers demonstrated their belief in the universality of these engineering and social principles.
EXPORTING A DESIGN FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSFORMATION
The gravitation scheme spread to the cities of the empire because colonial officials mimicked Britain's state-of-the-art engineering. Bombay's chief engineer, Henry 24 It is difficult to ascertain the exact number of his gravitation systems. Even his only biographer can offer only a range of the number of reservoirs he completed, seventy to eighty, and some of those were not for drinking water. Bateman also promoted some schemes that were adopted by town councils but never completed. I derive my figure Conybeare, proposed a gravitation scheme in Bateman's style for Bombay in 1854. In promoting the scheme to colonial authorities, Conybeare emphasized that it was based on the "modern" water systems of Britain; he composed extensive reports describing how he had been guided by the experiences of British engineers in supplying water to cities such as Liverpool and Glasgow and assured his superiors that his design was "that usually employed in Great Britain." 29 In 1855, Conybeare traveled to Britain to arrange the manufacture of the scheme's great iron main, to tour the latest gravitation waterworks sites, and to meet with municipal water committees and their engineers in Liverpool, Manchester, Leicester, Bristol, and Glasgow. The Bombay government rushed the construction of his project, and it was completed in 1858.
The gravitation scheme also spread to the empire because the students of the scheme's originators advanced it there. One of John Bateman's former students, Alexander Binnie, proposed a gravitation scheme for the central Indian city of Nagpur (see fig. 2 ). 30 He dammed a wide valley with a huge earthwork embankment and passed the water from the new reservoir through a 2.5-mile iron pipeline 29 to the city below.
31 Binnie explained to his employers that he was working on the model of his teachers, writing, "For a full exposition of the principles on which I have acted . . . I invite careful study of . . . the valuable opinions expressed by Mr. Bateman and Mr. Hawkesley."
32 Binnie completed his project in 1872. The next year the Colonial Office hired Bateman himself to propose a system of water supply for Colombo, the main port of the Crown Colony of Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Bateman proposed a classic gravitation scheme for Colombo; his plan called for the construction of a massive dam, flooding an alpine valley, and a twentyeight-mile pipeline to the port below. The system, in sum, was identical to any number of waterworks (see fig. 3 ) that Bateman had designed in Britain, including 31 Central Provinces Public Works Department, Nagpur and Ambajerry Water Works, 4. 32 Alexander Binnie, Nagpur Water Works: Report to the Members of the Managing Committee, 30 September 1873, 11 and 13, Institution of Civil Engineers Archives, London, 1873BINCPW. Shortly after building his Nagpur gravitation scheme, Binnie returned to England to construct a gravitation scheme for Bradford. In 1889 Binnie became the first chief engineer of the London County Council and proposed a gravitation scheme for London that called for the importation of water over 150 miles from Wales-a scheme that London's local government intended to build but for which it could not secure authority from Parliament. Ⅵ BROICH his renowned Loch Katrine waterworks for Glasgow. Indeed, the main local newspaper, the Ceylon Observer, made the obvious comparison to Bateman's famous gravitation project, proudly calling the new lake "Ceylon's Loch Katrine" 33 Another of Britain's leading hydraulic engineers devised a plan to supply Singapore with water. In 1872, Parliament's chief engineering inspector, Robert Rawlinson, devised a plan to dam a stream and flood a valley in the hills above Singapore and deliver water from the reservoir through a five-mile pipeline to the city. 34 He also devised another classic gravitation scheme for Hong Kong ten years later. This plan called for another earthwork embankment of the standard profile in order to flood a valley five miles south of Victoria Harbor.
At about the same time, Japan's modernizing Meiji government asked Royal Engineer Henry Palmer to offer a waterworks scheme for the international treaty port of Yokohama. 35 He promised "to provide Yokohama with an ample water supply on Western principles." 36 He offered a gravitation scheme, damming a narrow alpine valley and piping water twenty-seven miles through an iron main to the city far below. This project was completed in 1887. Over the next few years, Palmer was invited by the cities of Osaka, Hakodate, Kobe, and Tokyo to consult with them on water supply and sanitation works advising them, as he wrote in the Japan Weekly Mail, "to give immediate heed to their water supply . . . and to trust in the experience, not of Yokohama alone, but of the rest of the civilized world."
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EXPORTING SOCIAL GOALS
As in Britain, engineers and officials in the empire touted the technological superiority of the gravitation scheme model, but they also emphasized its social benefits. 38 Henry Conybeare argued that his scheme for Bombay would benefit public health, economic productivity, and public morality. Mustering many pages of statistics and other evidence, he stated that the British registrar general's mortality returns for London and other cities showed that improved water supply and drainage systems reduced rates of mortality in Britain, and while he had no census or mortality data for Bombay, he argued that Bombay would receive the same benefits from new water systems, writing, "I think that such English data will be allowed to be perfectly applicable to the case." 39 Conybeare was in part motivated by a desire to keep the working class of Bombay productive. reform, Conybeare wrote, and "for every death occasioned by preventable causes, there are, according to the best English medical authorities, at least fourteen cases of illness, more or less protracted, during which the patient is not only unproductive himself, but is a burden to the productive labor of others." 40 Conybeare also cited British municipal and sanitary authorities who argued that dirty or insufficient water led to moral disease among the working class. He quoted preeminent sanitarian Dr. Southwood Smith who proclaimed "the immoral influence of filth" and quoted the superintendent of police in Glasgow who argued that "much might be done to relieve the misery and repress the crime of [the] destitute population by compelling attention to personal cleanliness." 41 In Hong Kong in 1881, Osbert Chadwick, son of arch sanitarian Edwin Chadwick, inspected the water supply and drainage provisions of that city. He himself was a waterworks engineer and consulted on water supply schemes in Britain and the colonies. He reported that "the dwellings of the Chinese working classes are inconvenient, filthy, and unwholesome. Accumulations of filth occur in and around them." 42 Chadwick generously allowed that "it is unjust to condemn [the Chinese] as a hopelessly filthy race till they have been provided with reasonable means for cleanliness." 43 Chadwick proposed a gravitation scheme that would allow authorities to compel the poor to accept laid-on water supplies and would make affordable water available to all parts of the city and all parts-even upper floors-of tenements. Only by requiring working-class townspeople-in Manchester or Hong Kong-to change their water use habits could authorities achieve their goals of safeguarding workers' individual physical and moral health and the productivity and safety of society at large.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CHANGE: ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL RESISTANCE
As with so many of their economic and political policies, British environmental policies were imposed upon the colonies with little understanding of the situation on the ground. Officials exported this water supply scheme as if what worked in Britain should naturally work anywhere else, but foreign landscapes proved harder to dominate than British engineers expected. In Singapore, for example, engineers built tall earthwork embankments on the precise model prescribed by the system's London designer; twice they collapsed before construction was complete. The engineer had taken soil samples and found what he had expected, but he had not dug deep enough-a stratum of the subsoil deep beneath the embankments was something like quicksand. The resident engineer in Singapore subsequently reported that "the soil did not at all answer the original expectations, it was treach- 40 Ibid., 22. 41 Ibid. A member of Ceylon's legislative council argued for water reform for Colombo on the basis of a report on the sanitary condition of Glasgow made by Dr. Lyon Playfair, an eminent sanitarian. Councilor Dunlap is quoted in the Ceylon Observer, 5 November 1874, 566.
42 Osbert Chadwick, Report on the Sanitary Condition of Hong Kong (London, 1882), 41. 43 Ibid.
Ⅵ BROICH erous and deceptive." 44 The project ran 45 percent over budget and several years beyond the intended date of completion. 45 Engineers in Colombo, Sri Lanka, also struggled with the unanticipated behavior of the local environment. There, the settling reservoir on the edge of the city collapsed twice as it was being filled. A local observer wrote in a guidebook to the city that "the city reservoir . . . has been a fiasco, cracking again and again." 46 Temperatures far higher than any the London-based engineer had ever experienced caused the masonry and concrete to expand and contract to a point where it cracked. 47 In Yokohama, an earthquake wreaked havoc on the gravitation waterworks. The earthquake of 1923 proved that while it was safe to build water conduits in Britain out of brick, it was inadvisable to do so in Yokohama where the ground was not nearly so steady. The brick water conduits collapsed, leaving the burning city below without water for two weeks. 48 In Bombay, as in Singapore, the soil did not live up to engineers' expectations. In Britain, civil engineers buried pipes to keep them from freezing in cold months; in Bombay, they would have been far better off leaving them out of the corrosive soil. The great iron main that delivered the water from the reservoir to the city below, buried in soil that engineers did not know was saline, began to rust severely within a decade or two. A thick layer of rust coated great lengths of the pipe, and in some areas the pipe corroded so badly that it could be cut with a penknife. 49 The main began to burst frequently, leaving the city without water while repairs were undertaken.
50 Within Bombay's reservoir another problem emerged that engineers had never experienced in Britain; the intense tropical sun promoted the rapid growth of plant life at all depths of the still, warm water, and it became suffused with algae. Engineers later lamented that there was no mechanism for emptying the reservoir periodically to clean out the plant matter, but, of course, the design was based on the model from Britain-where there certainly was no tropical sun and where algae did not engulf reservoirs. 51 The algae did not impair the operation of the Bombay gravitation scheme, but the works did become renowned for the poor quality of their water.
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In addition to forcing change on uncooperative environments, these projects had a direct influence on local societies. The water schemes involved large-scale environmental change, they all involved permanently transforming valleys into lakes, and many of them resulted in the displacement of indigenous people. At Bombay, for example, the two-square-mile lake engineers created drowned the village of Vihar. 53 In each instance, a sort of "wilderness preserve" was also de- marcated around the new reservoirs to keep runoff from human inhabitation and agricultural activity from entering them. A village in proximity to Nagpur's new reservoir was removed in the early 1890s, and an auxiliary reservoir built in Bombay's hinterland displaced farmers for the same reason. 54 Even as the governor was touting the water scheme's advantages for the "poor classes in the town," Singapore officials uprooted native farmers and swineherds from the catchment area of its new reservoir. 55 Colonial officials in Ceylon removed local farmers from proximity to Colombo's new reservoir, and Hong Kong authorities displaced native inhabitants who lived near its new reservoir. 56 In India, the water schemes interfered with religious customs, as British authorities restricted bathing and cremation rituals in proximity to new reservoirs. 57 The creation of a new waterworks at a holy site on the banks of the River Ganges in Benares (today Varanasi) even led to a riot in that city in 1892. 58 Before the gravitation schemes delivered water to all parts of these colonial cities, townspeople drew their water from wells and cisterns dotted throughout the cities. But a number of municipal governments ordered these long-standing water sources closed once the new water supplies became available. Medical officers were eager to close wells in the cities of Britain, once municipal water supplies became available, and public health committees from Hong Kong to Colombo to Bombay followed suit. 59 Singapore authorities, for example, closed down many public and private wells in the decade after inaugurating its gravitation scheme. 60 In Bombay, water from the new waterworks replaced many cisterns and wells that were closed because authorities believed that they were becoming infused with pollution and because they provided breeding grounds for mosquitoes. 61 The editors of the biweekly Native Opinion complained that "the filling up of tanks and wells has been a hobby" of the presidencies "to the detriment of the people" Ⅵ BROICH because it reduced available water sources. 62 In Bombay, the sealing of the wells resulted, according to the municipal secretary, in "vehement" protests motivated by religious beliefs. "The aggrieved parties," he wrote, "gave chapter and verse to show that their scriptures enjoined the use of well water, and well water only, in connection with divers ceremonies." 63 The Hindu community complained that their religion demanded the use of well water in a number of ceremonies, while the Zoroastrian community argued that the wells had supernatural powers or that spirits inhabited them. 64 But the city's malarial officer was unmoved; he continued to seal wells-and quickly became reviled among the devout. 65 By closing existing wells and tanks, colonial authorities were acting directly to change townspeople's behavior. They were keeping Indian subjects from using traditional water sources assumed to be dangerous, with the expectation that subjects would have to use new official water supplies instead. The substitution of new colonial water sources for traditional sources was not all pervasive and did not happen overnight; older forms and new ones coexisted for a period, but as wells and tanks were covered, new waterworks slowly became the only source of the prime necessity for native city dwellers' lives. The water systems, it follows, made those subjects more dependent on colonial authorities; they centralized control of the most critical element in the hands of the British, when the availability of water had formerly been decentralized.
But much of the influence of the new water system was indirect. The gravitation scheme helped slowly usher in new standards of normalcy or, in the words of Scott, new "forms of life," among city dwellers. 66 Pipelines, taps, and standpipes, along with the campaigns of sanitarians, what one Indian commentator called deridingly, "the rules of sanitation," invited new routines and a new scale of water use. 67 The new water technology made heavy water use as a moral endeavor possible; that is, it took an abstract, universal principle held by the British and altered the reality of the city so that it could possibly be realized. The power of the modern state grew through possibility; as Tal Asad explains, new possibilities were constructed through new methods and technologies, and the gravitation scheme was such a technology, contributing in a piecemeal way to an urban fabric that reflected the ideas that access to urban utilities should be easy and widespread, that former limitations on health, growth, and free circulation imposed by nature should be overcome, and that local government has an ameliorative rather than just coercive role. 68 The new water supplies were the first necessity and core of the modernizing city, contributing to the evolution of a new kind of setting in which a "civilized," "improved," or modern life could be lived-until at some indeterminate point only a modern life could be lived.
prejudices," colonial townspeople would learn to "enjoy the benefits of the European system of water distribution."
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CONCLUSION
Royal Engineer Alexander de Courcy Scott spoke of the benefits of the "European system of water distribution" at the same time that he spoke of the "Oriental's" inborn prejudice against innovation; his zealous confidence in the benefits of British hydraulic systems was only slightly less naive than his portrayal of human character in Asia. Gravitation projects probably did save human lives in Asia by safeguarding drinking water from infection with cholera and other diseases. (Their benefit has never been measured, however; no one has shown a correlation between increasing urban populations and the waterworks of various sorts present in the majority of large cities by around 1914.) 86 De Courcy Scott and other engineers' motivations may have been partly, even largely, to benefit the non-European city dwellers of cramped Hong Kong and Colombo, but the deeper effect of these projects was to modify native people's behavior, to guide and, as traditional water sources disappeared, to indirectly enforce behavior that the colonial state defined as "civilized" or modern.
This study hardly represents the first discovery of the moral contradictions inherent in the improving projects of the British in the empire. Historians have shown how irrigation projects promoted as the key to economic regeneration in the countryside in fact led to environmental tragedy for Indian farmers. 87 Railroads, in addition to improving economic production and circulation, were ostensibly to literally and figuratively eliminate distance between castes and communities by mingling Indians of all castes in only two classes of service, but in fact rail transport raised new barriers by catering to Europeans in first class and resigning most Indians to poor conditions in second-class compartments and squalid station facilities. Projects for transportation, communication, and productivity were always framed as "essential for the advancement of the moral and material prosperity of the people," in the words of Manu Goswami, but as she and others show, the end of such projects was to benefit the colonial state and ultimately to solidify it. 88 The case of the gravitation scheme adds another chapter to the history of the opposition between the rhetoric of improvement and the reality of power; because water systems have been perceived as self-evidently good, the power factor and social consequences of the projects have been overlooked. Indeed, whether in Britain or Asia, the state's demands for acceptance of "official" water supplies became naturalized. That demand is perceived now as the legitimate, beneficial activity of the modern state. Understood as common sense, this activity has only recently come under scrutiny.
Historians of science, technology, and empire have focused on projects for transportation, communication, and productivity, at the expense of water supply projects. A blind spot formed by two historiographical conventions has obscured such projects from view. The first holds that the British Empire in Asia and India in particular did not undertake projects important to the city because the city did not figure into its most important goal of enhancing the productivity of the hinterland landscape in order to increase exports and tax revenue. But the case of the gravitation scheme demonstrates an intense interest in the development of the imperial city, though it may have been quite narrow. The second convention, as explained by David Arnold and Mark Harrison, holds that local government, which undertook water supply projects in Britain, was vastly weaker in the empire, even consciously undermined by colonial authorities, and could not take dramatic steps toward public health. 89 In the case of the gravitation scheme, action was taken by central imperial authorities in London or regional authorities in the empireusually not municipal bodies-so the general rule of local government impotency would not apply in the colonies. Mariam Dossal's work on Bombay challenges both of these conventions, and the case of the gravitation scheme builds on her important work. 90 This story also begins to address a lack of urban considerations in the colonial environmental history literature. That body of work has chiefly focused on how human land use strategies and certain plant and animal species aided in colonization. 91 It has also examined the role of colonial botanical and conservation practices, especially imperial forestry, in transforming environments and societies in both the empire and imperial center. 92 And, again, historians devoted much attention to irrigation schemes and their effects on peasant communities. 93 An urban focus, and the case of the gravitation scheme in particular, links the city to the countryside and shows that the imperatives of the city drove environmental change in sometimes distant landscapes. 94 The gravitation scheme certainly revolutionized local hydraulic cycles to as great an extent as many irrigation projects. It also shows that, by being dislodged from watersheds-cum-wilderness preserves, peasants were at the mercy of the city's environmental demands; at the same time, this case shows that the city dweller, the water consumer, was the ultimate object of the environmental projects of the colonial state-and not just the peasant as the existing literature implies. And while those large projects clearly influenced the indigenous agriculturalist, the case of the gravitation scheme reveals ways in which environmental schemes influenced city dwellers in less obvious manners by changing patterns of water use.
Finally, the significance of the gravitation scheme stems from the fact that, unlike the scientific forestry programs and irrigation projects undertaken in India and elsewhere, this project was undertaken simultaneously in Britain. A strategy for transforming urban life, even modernizing society and consolidating the state, as Patrick Joyce and others explain, was replicated in Britain and the empire-and often by the very same individuals and on the same grounds of sanitary and moral theory. 95 At home and abroad, rulers and reformers identified the same practical problems, the unhygienic habits of the working class or native city dweller, and the same abstract predicament, the moral degeneration of townspeople living among "filth," and applied the same environmental solutions. While the social and political contexts were different, the strategy and consequences were the same; in both places, British authorities saw reconfiguring the environment as a powerful tool for reforming society, and in both places the ultimate effect of the water system was to consolidate the authority of the modern state. Thus, Bombay and Manchester were "colonized" in the same way.
